Footage.net Passes 2 Million Clip Mark
With well over two million screening clips from over forty top footage collections available through our search and screening platform, Footage.net is now one of the world's largest and most comprehensive online stock footage resources. We're working with great footage providers in every footage category, including Getty Images, FootageBank, Framepool, CNN ImageSource and Shutterstock, to bring the world's best stock footage together in a single place. Our new user interface and improved search tools provide researchers with the necessary tools to fully utilize our vast footage database, work with images, manage results and communicate with our content partners. So if you need some great stock footage for your next project, we invite you to start your search on Footage.net, and get a global perspective on your stock footage options. We're updating our database constantly, so if you haven't been on the site recently, it's worth a look.

AM Stock Cameo, a Leading Source for Custom Stock Footage, Joins Footage.net
93,000 preview clips from AM Stock Cameo, a leading global supplier of custom stock footage and establishing shots for primetime television programming and motion picture feature films, are now available through Footage.net's stock footage search and screening platform. AM Stock Cameo shoots all its own footage on location throughout the United States, typically working on 15 to 20 major shows a year. Current AM Stock Cameo clients include Two and Half Men, The Big Bang Theory and Whitney, among others. Based in Los Angeles, AM Stock Cameo has amassed a library of over 1.3 million feet of 35mm film. They now shoot everything in HD, on the Arri Alexa HD camera, which allows the footage to fit seamlessly into
**Sony's Grover Crisp to Receive FOCAL Film Restoration Award**

Grover Crisp, Executive Vice President of Asset Management, Film Restoration & Digital Mastering at Sony Pictures, has been selected to receive the Award for "Outstanding Achievement in the Field of Film Restoration and Preservation" at this year's FOCAL International Awards in association with AP Archive.

Over his long career at Sony Pictures, Grover Crisp has been responsible for overseeing the preservation and restoration of not only well known classics such as *Lawrence Of Arabia*, *Dr Strangeglove*, *From Here To Eternity*, *On The Waterfront*, and *Bridge On The River Kwai* but many, many, other lesser known titles from Sony Columbia's back catalogue.

The 2013 FOCAL International Awards in association with AP Archive will be held on May 2, 2013 at the Lancaster London Hotel in London, UK. Tickets for the Awards Gala Ceremony and the *What is Restoration? Conference* are available now. Footage.net is participating in the 2013 FOCAL International Awards as a Bronze Sponsor. For more information, please go to [www.focalint.org](http://www.focalint.org) or email Julie Lewis at [info@focalint.org](mailto:info@focalint.org).

**Footage.net Partner News**

Our content partners include some of the best-known companies in the stock footage industry, and they have been keeping busy expanding and curating their collections. Keep an eye out as these great new resources make their way onto the Footage.net platform.

**FootageBank Giving Away GoPro Camera**

If you haven't discovered the GoPro® yet - one of the smallest, lightest, most versatile and by gosh cutest cameras out there - you may be missing the revolution!

FootageBank is giving away a [GoPro Hero 3 Black Edition Camera](http://www.gopro.com) to one lucky winner on March 15th. To enter just "Like" [FootageBank on Facebook](https) by March 15th and you will be entered in the drawing. One lucky winner will be selected on March 16th.

So come join FootageBank on Facebook and if you win we'd love to see what you shoot with this little wonder!

**Discover Access Offers 50% Off to Footage.net Users**

Discovery Access is offering Footage.net users 50% off any online footage transaction March-May. Now is your chance to get that Discovery footage for your project.
Global ImageWorks Launches the History of Rock & Roll Interview Archive

Global ImageWorks represents over 200 in-depth interviews conducted for Time Life's ten part series, The History of Rock 'N' Roll. From rhythm & blues to folk, heavy metal to punk, this archive is an extraordinary collection of artists who cover a wide range of subjects and musical genres. The History of Rock & Roll Interview Archive is a lesson in contemporary music history.

StormStock Captures Super Blizzard "Nemo"

The weather intercept team at StormStock captured dramatic footage of Super Blizzard Nemo as it impacted parts of the northeast US coastal region in early February. The storm dumped more than 30 inches of snow in a band from Long Island, New York to Connecticut, stranding motorists and knocking out power to thousands of residents. Hurricane force wind gusts were measured at several weather stations throughout the area. "I noted a pressure reading as low as 978 millibars as the cyclone tracked slowly up the coast, which is impressive," said StormStock cinematographer and founder Martin Lisius. Shots include cars buried in snow, storm waves crashing against a seawall and neighborhoods encased in a mix of snow and ice, all on HD. Find this and more extreme weather footage at www.stormstock.com

Footage Search Launches UltraHDFootage Collection

Stock footage leader Footage Search, representing the speciality stock footage collections OceanFootage, NatureFootage, AdventureFootage and 3DFootage, launched a new stock footage portal, UltraHDFootage. The new niche stock footage web site, the first of it's kind focused on the expanding market of Ultra HD video formats, features over 20,000 stunning 4K and 5K stock video clips. The Footage Search network of award-winning content producers have used the latest in Ultra HD formats including the Red Epic, Sony CineAlta, 70mm Film, and DSLR time-lapse to capture rarely seen animals, environments and diverse cultural subjects from around the world. With more than 4-8 times the resolution of standard HD, this new collection of cutting-edge stock footage serves as the premiere source for content catering to the expanding Ultra HD marketplace. All Ultra HD footage is available for direct online preview, licensing, and download in the highest possible resolution.

during this special half-off footage promotion. Visit www.DiscoveryAccess.com and enter the code FOOTAGENET50 at checkout to apply a 50% discount on your entire online order. This code can be used only once per customer and for one online transaction only; this code expires on May 31, 2013.
NHNZ Moving Images Set to Expand Following Acquisition

David Haslingden, who left his role as boss of Fox’s Networks division late last year, has bought up factual production houses NHNZ, Singapore-based Beach House Pictures and Australia’s Northern Pictures. For NHNZ Moving Images - which is part of NHNZ - this collection of production houses brings a boon of imagery to the archive. With content ranging from Northern Pictures’ Kakadu for ABC and footage from BHP’s slate of shows for a host of international broadcasters, NHNZ Moving Images archive collection will be going through a huge growth spurt in the next few months, says NHNZ Moving Images Director Caroline Cook.

"Having this stable of production houses that we are now closely associated with gives us a real strength in archive. We will continue to represent the collections we always have represented, but having this huge range of genres and content at such close proximity is a real position of strength."

Special Offers from Our Footage Partners

Please take a look at these exciting offers from our footage partners. You'll enjoy some great savings on your next footage order, and get to know some of the world's greatest footage archives.
Footage.net is the world's premier online resource for stock footage research, providing access to millions of online screening clips and text records. At Footage.net, you can search over 40 world-class footage collections simultaneously, find the best motion content and save time. Footage.net is also home to the Zap Email, a simple, effective tool for instantly transmitting footage requests to over 50 of the world's top footage providers.

Global Footage Search

With Global Search, Footage.net users can simultaneously search 40 of the world's top stock footage archives, find great content and save time. Footage.net provides access to a growing collection of online screening clips as well as millions of detailed text records, giving potential footage customers a simple way to discover and view our partners’ content.

Zap Email

Footage.net is home to the Zap Email, a simple, effective tool for instantly transmitting footage requests to 50 of the world's top footage providers. Whether they're up against a deadline or searching for an obscure clip, creative professionals rely on Zap Emails every day to initiate their footage research projects, providing our Zap
subscribers with a steady stream of new leads.

**Creative Directories**

Footage.net exists to help production professionals find footage. But we also want to help creative people find each other. That's why we launched the Footage.net Creative Directories: to help all variety of visual communicators make connections. There are currently two main directories: one for archives and one for creative professionals. A basic listing in either is free.